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Tena koe  

 Thank you for writing to 
the Ministry of Education on 24 February 2020, to request information about directed enrolments, as 
published by the Otago Daily Times on 20 February 2020 under the headline '"Sea of violence': schools 
resist some enrolments". Noting the last two paragraphs of the report, you asked for the following 
information: 

A further breakdown by region; 

1) of the 16 students in 2018 who were redirected back to the school who excluded them, a
breakdown please by regions.

2) For the 22 students in 2019 that were directed back to the school that excluded them also
a breakdown by region.

Your request has been considered under the Official Information Act 1982 (the Act). 

The information we provided for the story you noted in your request was not correctly quoted. The 
figures we supplied for the story are below: 

Total number for 2018 

The number of students excluded for 2018 was 1016. Of these 20 percent, or 203, were cases 
where directed enrolment were applied - including 170 to a different school and 33 to the same 
school. 

Total number for 2019 

The number of students excluded for 2019 was 1160. Of these 14.6 percent, or 169, were cases 
where directed enrolment were applied - including 147 directed to other schools, and 22 to the same 
school. 

If a Principal is unsuccessful in placing an excluded student into another school, it then becomes the 
Ministry's responsibility to find appropriate schooling for that student. In the first instance, we approach 
other schools and the excluding school to talk about the support that could be provided if the student was 
to go to the school. This can take several discussions or several schools, but is often successful. 

We consider a number of issues when we support an excluded student back into a school. We know 
schools do not take these decisions lightly - often the exclusion comes following a period of challenging 
behaviour, and despite the attempts of the suspending school to address this. There may be a lack of 
options for nearby schooling options, and principals declining to take students with serious behavioural 
issues. 

There is also a proportion of students whose situations are very complex. Re-engagement decisions may 
be less to do with the school, and more to do with a range of social factors associated with the family -
such as housing, employment, transience and family disputes. 
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